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 Feasts for the Eyes:
 Foods for /

 Thought /4

 ì /

 LEONARD BARKAN

 VV hen viewed in the shadow of world hunger, the bio-chemistry
 of nutrition, and the eating habits that identify distinct immi-
 grant populations, the conjunction of food and art runs the risk
 of seeming both vague and frivolous: vague because it might
 cover both food in art and food as art, and frivolous because each

 of these terms seems to bring out the trivial side of the other. The
 esthetics of food looks unimportant in comparison to the bio-
 logical and social imperatives that surround the subject, while,
 within the realm of art, the edible can hardly count as constitut-
 ing the loftiest of media. This set of paradoxes and constraints
 gives me all the excuse I need to make large arcs of movement
 within a territory that, in my view, has not been very fully
 mapped. Not that I am necessarily the ideal cartographer.
 Regarding such respectable academic subjects as the history of
 food, dining as an art form, and the sociology of the feast, I am
 no expert. I speak rather as a historian of esthetic culture - par-
 ticularly literature and the visual arts as they interrelate from
 antiquity to the Renaissance - who likes to eat and drink. Even
 when I do write about food, and more often about wine, it is not

 as a chronicle of the past but as something to be experienced in
 the immediate and timeless present. So I find myself, somewhat
 jaggedly, the historian of one thing - certain aspects of pre-mod-
 ern European high culture - and the phenomenologist of
 another - what tastes good.

 I am going to recount some stories about commensality - a very
 old word that has been applied to everything from feudal barons

 SOCIAL RESEARCH, Vol. 66, No. 1 (Spring 1999)
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 226 SOCIAL RESEARCH

 to mutually parasitic animals. It means eating together or, more
 literally, eating at the same table, and I suppose it is as good a
 word as any to encompass the history of civilization. If you were in
 one of the celebrated commensalities of the past, and I shall
 touch upon a couple including the monastery and the Renais-
 sance court, or if you are now a member of the most historically
 persistent (if notoriously declining) commensality, the family,
 then the record of your eating and drinking in company might be
 rather predictable. If you are not in any such group, and there-
 fore in search of a commensality, you are more likely to go forag-
 ing, and your commensality may be more of a story. While you are
 hungrily foraging, you are also searching for many varieties of
 company: friends, lovers, intellectual companions, of course; but
 you may also be searching for the virtual commensalities that
 appear when you dine alone with a book or in the presence of
 works of art. Indeed, given the sensuous nature of eating and
 drinking, you may sometimes elect (or have forced upon you) the
 most private of all commensalities, you and your taste buds.
 The tales I am going to tell about my own foraging, which will

 include many of these different commensalities, record efforts to
 make sense of a subject like food that seems to squat so confus-
 ingly between discourses. Not just between academic subjects, like
 literature, art, history, and sociology, but also across more funda-
 mental boundaries, like the world out there and the world in
 here.

 First, two snack times, precisely twenty-five years apart. In 1968,
 I was not in Paris, or Berkeley, or Morningside Heights. I was hav-
 ing tea with the great literary critic and theorist, William K. Wim-
 satt, founder and conscience of the New Criticism. It is

 appropriate to pause over how I happened on the good fortune
 of this commensality, since I was a mere graduate student and not
 even in any of Mr. Wimsatt's classes. I belonged to an institution
 at Yale called the Elizabethan Club, which owed its origins to an
 important collection of early English printed books, but its suc-
 cess on campus to a ritual of tea and sandwiches served every day
 of the week between 4:00 and 6:00 PM. If the organization had
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 FEAST FOR THE EYES 227

 just sat on its First Folios and its lock of Byron's hair and dis-
 pensed no comestibles, I would never have had a conversation
 with Bill Wimsatt; indeed, probably a quarter of my earliest friend-

 ships would not have been born. As it is, I find that thirty years
 later I can still recite most of the day-by-day rota of sandwiches.
 Wednesday, deviled ham; Sunday, date-nut bread with cream
 cheese; Friday, tuna fish; Thursday, cucumber; Monday, chicken
 salad. Life was structured in part by the relative appeal of these
 flavors, the more so because of a neat alternation of likes and dis-

 likes. Something appalling on Tuesday - peanut butter and jelly, I
 think - was, as it were, sandwiched between the much loved

 chicken salad and deviled ham of the surrounding days.
 I cannot claim I remember which day witnessed Wimsatt's pro-

 nouncements - that is, which food we had in front of us. In any
 event, it was not these anemic white-bread concoctions (literally)
 that inspired the conversation, but a different food experience.
 Not only was I not on the barricades in 1968; I was in the early
 rhapsodic phases of an interest in very fancy cooking. Probably
 that day I was extolling the virtues of chef and cookbook writer
 Raymond Oliver. I had already scoured New Haven unsuccessfully
 for a lamprey and was thus unable to produce Oliver's Lamproie à
 la bordelaise, in which you place the live fish in a rough hewn box
 and gradually pour boiling water over it so that the beast flails its
 own scales off (Oliver's recipe begins, "I suppose that the way of
 treating the lamprey, in order to execute this dish, will seem a bit
 cruel. It certainly is not agreeable for the fish" [Oliver, 1965, p.
 347].) So I had to content myself with the hardly less macabre
 spectacle of Ballottines de Volaille Duc de Chartres, in which sup-
 rêmes of chicken are presented atop a Joan of Arc-style flaming
 funeral pyre consisting of their own former bones.

 At all events, it was not the cruelty of my activities that exercised

 Mr. Wimsatt, but the art. (Nor is this the only time that cruelty
 and art will find themselves conjoined on the dining table.) I
 must have made some timid remark to the effect that food

 deserved to be considered in the same category as poetry and
 music and painting. Now, the New Criticism, as the post-struc-
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 228 SOCIAL RESEARCH

 turalists and post-moderns have been all too eager to point out,
 was heavily, if somewhat unconsciously, invested in artistic hierar-
 chies. If your goal was to immerse yourself in the pure poetics of
 Donne's "Canonization," disregarding historical and biographical
 contexts, you were certainly not going to waste your time with any
 urn that wasn't sufficiently well wrought to begin with. And din-
 ner, whether the chef was Escoffier or Boyardee, had no chance
 of qualifying in these terms as art.

 But Wimsatt's analysis was more subtle and troubling than I
 imply in this caricature of the movement. He reviewed the charms
 of the various official arts, comparing the merits of esthetic effects

 as perceived by eye, ear, and mind, as well as the alternative
 modalities that come with private experiences like reading and
 public experiences like performance; he considered the con-
 comitant differences between arts that unfold in fixed time and

 those that seem to be perceived in a single instant. From all of this
 he concluded, sonorously, "Food cannot really be art. In the first
 place, it is consumed. In the second place, it appeals only to the
 lowest of the senses, which is taste."

 Food, as they say, for thought. As for the taste problem, hierar-
 chies of the senses are as old as Platonism, at least. They have usu-
 ally revolved around the merits of eye and ear - the first more
 powerful and risky, the second more enduring and reliable - with
 the other three senses lumped together as immediate, but not
 very uplifting. By this kind of scheme, food fails to be an art
 because taste is just not noble enough a sense, and, to go beyond
 Wimsatt's expertise, neither is smell, which accounts, as we know,
 for most of taste. As for consumption, it appears that my ballottines
 de volaille were too trivial to be art because they were ephemeral.
 That might be true as well of many more widely canonized media,
 like pageants and rituals, early television, or those pieces of per-
 formance art that a gentleman of Wimsatt's generation could
 hardly even imagine. But there is something yet more ominous in
 that reference to being consumed: it is one thing for an art form
 to decay via the mutability of its medium or the loss of memory
 over time; it is quite another for it to decay via the lower intestine.
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 FEAST FOR THE EYES 229

 One immediate response that I pondered, but did not voice:
 Mr. Wimsatt was not only a brilliant man but also a very large one,

 over seven feet tall; sixty years of sustenance had, I allowed myself

 to think, gone somewhere. Still, these two problems of consumption
 and taste, transience and sensuality, even if they did not disqual-
 ify food as art, might well limit what sort of art it could be.
 Second snack time: in 1993, I found myself on a train going

 from Italy to Germany, whence I would be travelling to Alsace.
 The budget had allowed me only a couchette for the overnight
 ride, and early in the morning I am facing another groggy gen-
 tleman about my own age, each of us having been awarded the
 simple bread, butter, and hot beverage that are our due in this
 price range. The reason we had a conversation at all is that I was
 very startled by what I was given to eat - and not in the way one
 might think. It happened that the crusty, malty, half-white, half-
 rye roll that the Deutsche Bundesbahn offered gratis was so
 incredibly delicious that I realized after one bite I had been
 gravely bread-deprived for six months in Rome. Coming from a
 city where artichokes and pork jowl bacon and pasta with fresh
 tomatoes are an everyday pleasure, I had not expected to be
 moved by a German train snack. And happy to have something
 nice to say to the man sitting on the opposite bunk, I spruced up
 the residues of my German and passed on the compliment.
 I never learned his name, but in his way he inspired me as much

 as Professor Wimsatt. From my impromptu ode on a Semmel he
 swiftly perceived that I was a foodie, and that impression was inten-

 sified when I told him that the purpose of my trip was wine-tasting.
 I showed him the notebook I carry on these trips, in which he could
 see a minute scrawl of elaborate responses to wines I had tasted
 back in Italy. Did I do this for a living? No, I replied that I was a
 scholar doing a research project in Rome. On... ? I explained that
 I was a literary critic who had become interested in the visual arts,

 that I was attempting to document Renaissance verbal responses to
 the ancient artworks that were being rediscovered and to the mod-
 ern ones that were being made under the influence of the ancients.
 The imaginative activity of turning a picture into words rhetoricians
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 call ekphrasis, or speaking out. Such texts about images, I was argu-
 ing, were not just unmediated efforts to provide an accurate
 description, which is to say, they were not simple equivalents in
 words to the visual experience of the picture. Rather, they existed
 in a complicated rhetorical relation to the image, partly compara-
 tive and partly competitive, such that in the end words and images,
 language and visuality were, as you might say, sentenced to being
 imperfect partners eternally trapped in each others' company.
 This is, of course, far more of an explanation than I was able to

 give him, least of all in German, as the train rattled northward.
 Which makes his response all the more impressive. He listened to
 me talk about my research, he leafed through my wine-tasting
 notebook, and he said, "You know, it seems as though everything
 you do is based on the same problem: how can you use words to
 describe things that don't come in words?" Now, there was a way of
 connecting food and art that seemed to do an end run around a
 Wimsattian genre theory that proved to be a kind of moral hier-
 archy in disguise. Both food and art are sense experiences, but as
 soon as they are transmitted from one person to another or even
 projected onto the perceptual screen of a single person, they
 must be translated into language. That translation, necessarily
 faulty, becomes the official, communicable content of the experi-
 ence while at the same time interposing itself as an obstacle to the
 experience. If a picture is worth a thousand words, then translat-
 ing it into language puts you a thousand words farther from the
 picture. And, courtesy of the man on the train, I might say what is
 true of a picture might also be true of a Pinot.
 I was not really ready to see these synthesizing implications at

 the time. I was going on vacation, leaving behind the rigors of
 theory-crunching and library research. Not that Rome, however
 bread-impaired, was devoid of its own possibilities for indul-
 gence. One almost daily routine, for instance, consisted of a post-
 library ritual that took me between two wine bars, each with its
 own community. The afternoon stop was at Santa Dorotea, where
 there was always a slice of cheese and some quirky wine opened
 dilettantishly but not finished the night before. The evening
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 FEAST FOR THE EYES 231

 stop, more of a take-no-prisoners enophile hangout, was in the
 Via dei Banchi Vecchi across the Tiber, where the regulars
 engaged in staggeringly ambitious projects of blind tasting, verti-
 cal tasting, and exhaustively bibulous researches covering whole
 zones of Italy and France. If I calculated the right time and the
 right route between these establishments, I might catch the last
 open half hour at the Villa Farnesina (no admission charge,
 scarcely ever another tourist, friendly guards who let me wander
 about at will) on the banks of the Tiber, a pleasure palace built
 for the rich Sienese banker Agostino Chigi and frescoed in the
 early sixteenth century by a dazzling collaboration of artists
 including Raphael, Giulio Romano, and Giovanni da Udine. The
 most magnificent of the building's spaces was the arcaded loggia
 facing the gardens, and the paintings that Raphael designed to
 decorate this room depicted the story of Cupid and Psyche, per-
 haps the most triumphantly sensuous, ecstatic, and pagan of all
 the classical stories that were receiving a new lease on life in
 papal Rome.
 This lovely romance, first given its full narrative form in

 Apuleius' great second-century novel, The Golden Ass> spans earth,
 hell, and heaven, as the beautiful mortal girl disobeys divine
 instructions and loses her beloved; then, through a series of ter-
 restrial and infernal trials, she regains Cupid and achieves immor-
 tality in his company. The decoration of the Farnesina loggia is
 concerned only with the heavenly upward mobility of the story. At
 the very top of the room, and the narrative, two scenes crown the

 work. First, Psyche is admitted to the company of the Olympian
 gods; second, she joins them in their celebration (Figure 1),
 attaining, in effect, her celestial commensality. Immortality is
 bestowed on her as she drinks the cup of nectar; then, she fully
 enters upon her divine status at the heavenly marriage feast. For
 Agostino Chigi and his fortunate guests, the whole interior space
 of this building was the territory of banqueting. Chigi was indeed
 famous for his feasts, notably a celebration for Pope Leo x, in
 which the magnificent gold and silver vessels were thrown into
 the Tiber at the conclusion of each course - a grand gesture mit-
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 Figure 1. Giulio Romano and others after Raphael, The Wedding of Cupid and
 Psyche, Rome, Villa Farnesina (Alinari/Art Resource, NY).

 igated by the fact that nets had been placed in the water in order
 that divers-in-waiting might retrieve the valuables. So, on my way
 between snacks, in the solitary quiet of the Loggia I could recon-
 struct moments in the Renaissance when the real-life mortals on

 the ground level signaled their presence in society by the same
 means as the frescoed immortals entered into bliss on the ceiling:
 eating and drinking.

 Nor does the art of food stop there. The entire narrative ensem-
 ble is unified by yards and yards of painted festoons depicting
 with extraordinary photo-realism whole larders full of fruits and
 vegetables, from which we can pick out apples, lettuces, cucum-
 bers, onions, artichokes, carrots, and peaches. In the words of the
 sixteenth-century inventor of Art History, Giorgio Vasari, whose
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 Figure 2. Giovanni da Udine, detail from ceiling decoration for the Loggia of
 Psyche, Rome, Villa Farnesina (Alinari/Art Resource, NY).

 account of this building was one of my points of entry to an inter-
 est in it,

 all the kinds of fruits, flowers, and leaves, season by season,
 ... fashion [ed]... with such artistry, that everything may be
 seen there living and standing out from the wall, and as nat-
 ural as the reality; and so many are the various kinds of
 fruits and plants that are to be seen in that work, that, in
 order not to enumerate them one by one, I will say only
 this, that there are all those that Nature has ever produced
 in our parts. (Vasari, 1996, 2: 493)

 The frequent repetition of "nature" in Vasari's description is a
 tip-off to the importance of this particular market-basket. The
 divinity of the Olympian banquet is balanced by the naturalness
 of the raw materials that go to make up dinner.

 There is even a further element in the stretch of these cosmic

 harmonies (Figure 2), which cannot be better described than by
 Vasari:

 Above the figure of a Mercury who is flying, he made to
 represent Priapus, a gourd entwined in bind-weed, which
 has for testicles two egg-plants, and near the flower of the
 gourd he depicted a cluster of large purple figs, within one
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 234 SOCIAL RESEARCH

 of which, over-ripe and bursting open, the point of the
 gourd with the flower is entering; which conceit is ren-
 dered with such grace, that no one could imagine anything
 better. But why say more? (Vasari, 1996, 2: 493; some
 changes for accuracy)

 Vasari, it will be noticed, is anything but shocked by these X-rated
 vegetables; he is delighted by the artist's capriccio, or whimsical
 invention. It is worth remembering that the humanist circle
 patronized variously by Chigi and Pope Leo x is also a circle of
 Renaissance Neoplatonism, that the story of Cupid and Psyche is
 one of the defining fables of the Platonic ladder of love, which
 draws us in an unbroken ascent from our carnal desires toward

 heavenly love; it is also worth remembering that that particular
 idea was launched in the dialogue Plato entitled the Symposium,
 which means drinking party. The place where we eat and the
 foods that we consume there locate themselves at the very mid-
 point of our partly fleshly, partly divine natures; and the Renais-
 sance realizes its fullest historical harmony by postulating an
 antiquity that is the place of triumphal art and permissible feast-
 ing. The horizontal axis of heaven-and-earth and the vertical axis
 of past and present intersect at Raphael's banqueting table.

 Now I had to leave this place of solemn hard work for a vaca-
 tion in the pleasure-loving North, three days of non-stop wine-tast-

 ing. This is an experience of truly private commensality. I am in a
 cellar in Gueberschwihr, or some other town with a German name

 and a French accent; I am clutching my pen, a notebook, and a
 wineglass; I am alone with my taste buds and translating the expe-
 rience of my senses into words. I become a rhetorician of the
 grape, a composer of eno-ekphrasis:

 '92 Riesling Herrenweg vieilles vignes, Zind Humbrecht:

 Exceptional fruit/gasoline/spice nose with a hint of flow-
 ers; immensely rounded, gorgeous balance of sweet and
 acid; a pleasure

 90 points
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 FEAST FOR THE EYES 235

 '92 Gewurztraminer Turckhám Zind Humbrecht:

 Very clovey aromatic nose; highly graceful spice and
 pineapple, exotic fruits with peel, a bit of herbs

 87 points

 '92 Tokay Rangen Zind Humbrecht:
 Terrific concentration; mushroom truffles with butter;

 beautiful complexity, long rich velvety; meatiness demands
 pork with cream

 93 points

 '92 Tokay Closjebsal vendange tardive Zind Humbrecht:
 Dried meat/foie gras nose; infinite butter mixed with alco-
 hol; enormously well structured complex mix of acid and
 sweetness; crème brûlée but still gorgeous dryness

 95 points

 '92 Riesling Fronholtz Domaine Ostertag:

 Complex mineral/sour nose; very interesting deep apples
 and stones; almost chlorine-like

 84 points

 '92 Muscat Fronholtz Domaine Ostertag:

 Orange and coconut nose; well made, burnt wood, sandal-
 wood

 80 points

 '92 Tokay vendange tardive Domaine Weinbach:

 Lovely strawberry nose; complex thick flavor, honey, gra-
 ham cracker, cinnamon, what about acid?

 86 points

 '92 Gewurztraminer Cuvée Laurence Grand Cru Fürstentum

 Domaine Weinbach:
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 Extraordinary in its way; sweet licorice very concentrated;
 quick, get the bucket

 No point score

 What are these poetics of the palate? At the relatively pure
 level of phenomena I am, to begin with, noting some of those
 basic flavors that are the taste buds' primary colors: sweet, sour,
 bitter, salt. In fact, these tend to be already transmuted by other
 associations. Sweet appears under its own name, perhaps because
 there is actually sugar in wine, especially late harvest wines that
 are picked at a higher level of sugar in the grape and not per-
 mitted to lose all their sweetness in the process of fermentation.
 "Sour" has something to do with acid, but they are certainly not
 the same thing; I do, however, mention a "sour nose," but that is
 an absurdity, since we do not smell sour but only recognize the
 smells of other things which that would be sour if we tasted them.

 Salt, though occasionally one does sense it directly in wine, is
 probably being signalled here mostly by reference to minerals.
 "Bitter" could appear directly, and often does, but in these notes
 it seems to masquerade under other forms like licorice and the
 peel of those exotic fruits.
 Masquerading under other forms is, of course, the leading motif

 here. This is what makes tasting notes so easy to parody, as in the
 famous Thurber cartoon with a dinner table of wine drinkers and

 a pompous host who intones, "it's a naive domestic Burgundy with-
 out any breeding, but I think you'll be amused by its presump-
 tion." But my associations, if I may say, are a little trickier to
 dismiss. Oranges, pineapples, strawberries, and coconuts are, of
 course, themselves fruits, whose chemical components literally
 overlap with those of the grape. Herbs and spices, like cloves,
 develop their distinctive flavors in part from an aging process, as
 do grapes that become wine. Mushrooms and truffles merely expe-
 rience in higher concentration than grape vines an intimacy with
 earth. Gasoline (always a shocker, but frequently a part of Riesling)
 is a particularly volatile form of alcohol. Butter and crème brûlée
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 serve as reminders that wine goes through something called mal-
 olactic fermentation, which turns apple acids into milk acids.
 "Burnt wood" might seem pretty remote until one remembers that

 many wines are aged in oak barrels that have been gently fired.
 Granted, some names I gave my taste experiences were farther

 afield. When I say "honey, graham cracker, cinnamon," I am
 clearly off in a somewhat fanciful direction of tastes by associa-
 tion; doubtless I detected one of those tastes in the wine, and I

 supplied the others from correlative memory work. Proust may
 not have been interested in this, but madeleines are at least as

 likely to make one think of other foods as of one's childhood. Or
 of both: I once found a champagne that tasted so much like rye
 bread - itself plausible, given the yeastiness of sparkling wine -
 that I began to taste caraway seeds and smoked tongue, almost
 getting as far as the mustard that would complete my favorite
 childhood deli sandwich, a pleasurable recollection for me but
 not perhaps a compliment to the people who made Bollinger
 R.D. 1970. There are, of course, terms that can have no literal
 presence, like "velvet," used by association to a different sense -
 i.e., touch - and reminding us that the tongue does receive tactile
 as well as gustatory sensations. And there are many more abstract
 terms, like "round," "balanced," "graceful," and "complex," which
 are based on a pre-determined notion of what a wine should be
 like and translated into a variety of non-enological models for
 excellence. I review my own private lexicon so as to suggest that
 the taste of wine - and by extension, of anything - operates on
 our senses and our minds by a familiar mix of metaphor and
 metonymy. The names of sense experiences are even less con-
 crete than other names; in the absence of any ideal condition of
 signification, we transfer names from elsewhere. Metaphoric
 transfers are imaginative leaps that equate fundamentally sepa-
 rate things; métonymie transfers are shifts between things that are
 contiguous or overlapping. Despite all the mileage that contem-
 porary critical discourse has gotten out of this distinction, I would
 argue that atomic theory may have turned all metaphors into
 metonymys- just as it proved difficult to find a leap of language
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 in my wine terms that was not based on some authentic physical
 common term. In fact, all of language is a set of metaphors that
 turn out to be metonyms when looked at more closely or else
 metonyms pretending to the higher calling of metaphors. We
 know we are in the realm of art when the movement of these

 transfers is especially dizzying, when the flow from sensation to
 language travels in many directions at once, when it is communi-
 cable and when it inspires communication.

 And that is where wine comes in. Grapes grow and then fer-
 ment more or less automatically; where and how they do it will
 affect the result even with no intervention. European civilization
 has fussed more about grapes than most other crops not only
 because they produce alcohol pretty reliably but also because
 grapes have an extraordinary responsiveness to every aspect of
 both nature and nurture that goes into their production. Conse-
 quently, for at least three or four millennia, individuals have cho-
 sen to intervene, both by closely watching nature and by
 inventing technologies to improve nurture, which in this instance
 includes everything from soil management to bottling. The
 grape, in other words, is remarkable for its ability to express all the
 nature and culture that went into it, that is, to contain and reflect

 everything that earth and sun, winemaker and technologist have
 implanted. In a grand symmetry, individuals who taste the wine,
 as they convert their experience into language are, once again,
 expressing all that interlocking heritage of origins; and they are
 building metaphors and metonymys of association in response.
 Wine is art because it is heightened reality in need of expression.

 As it happens, wine is not the only enterprise in Colmar that
 meets these conditions. Virtually at the same moment that
 Raphael and his colleagues were producing the Farnesina fres-
 coes, around 1515, a shadowy figure whom we call Matthias
 Grunewald painted an extraordinarily intricate polyptych for a
 church attached to the monastery of St. Anthony in Isenheim, just
 fifteen miles south of Colmar. So, after finishing my round of
 André Ostertag's wines, I bade a temporary farewell to gastron-
 omy and made my way to the Musée d'Unterlinden, where the
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 huge altarpiece is housed. It is even more difficult, within the
 compass of the present argument, to do justice to the Isenheim
 Altarpiece than to the Farnesina frescoes, but it is necessary to have
 some sense of the work's complex conception and execution. It
 consists of a two sculpted surfaces and ten painted surfaces,
 hinged together so as to produce multiple display possibilities;
 the whole construction extends at its fullest to thirteen feet in

 height and sixteen feet in width. In the closed state of the altar-
 piece, we see the central panel of the crucifixion, with John the
 Evangelist and the two Marys on our left and John the Baptist on
 our right. The side wings depict St. Sebastian and St. Anthony,
 while underneath, in the more down-to-earth space of the pre-
 della, we see the Lamentation over the body of Christ. The mid-
 dle state is devoted to more positive representations: the
 Annunciation; the Angelic Concert; the Nativity; and the Resur-
 rection. Finally, when completely open, the wings expose a poly-
 chrome wooden relief sculpture (by Nicolas Hagenau)
 representing St. Anthony in glory between St. Augustine and St.
 Jerome, while the uncovered predella displays Christ and the dis-
 ciples. But the opening also reveals two new painted scenes, the
 Temptation of St. Anthony and the Meeting of St. Anthony with
 Paul the Hermit in the desert (Figure 3).

 Nothing could be more distant from the world of the Far-
 nesina. There are no banqueting crowds forming the community
 of this art work; the original site was, in fact, a hospital devoted to
 sufferers from a disease widespread in the Rhineland and called,
 not coincidentally, St. Anthony's Fire. Some of the astonishing
 touches of physical realism in Grünewald 's painting, including
 the body of Christ in the predella and the leprous clown-like fig-
 ure with boils, distended stomach, and deformed arm in the

 Temptation of St. Anthony {see Figure 3), are clearly meant as
 images of the disease itself. Indeed all the saints, the sufferings,
 and the exaltations of the altarpiece have ultimate reference in
 the physical and spiritual cure of the hospital patients who are
 placed in front of it. And the different ways the work could be dis-
 played, which seem to have followed a liturgical schedule, realize
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 Figure 3. Matthias Grunewald, Temptation of St. Anthony (left) and Meeting of
 St. Anthony with Paul the Hermit in the desert (right) from Isenheim AÜarpiece,
 Colmar, Musée d'Unterlinden (Giraudon/Art Resource, NY) .

 their logic by inspiring a sequence of private meditations. These
 range from the most gruesome moments of the Christian story to
 the most blissful - crucifixion to resurrection; alternatively, from
 the most immediate experience of the viewer, like the various der-
 matological sufferings, to the most abstract or doctrinal of the
 underlying Christian truths, including the figure of John the Bap-
 tist, who holds the Bible announcing the birth of Jesus and
 encloses a somewhat enigmatic caption ("Ilium oportet crescere
 me autem minui") comparing his own coming diminution to
 Christ's imminent aggrandisement.
 Now, this travel of mine from a joyous public celebration in

 Rome to a private devotion at death's door in Alsace would seem
 to leave the conjunction of art and food behind. Still, a man has
 to eat, and on my last night in Colmar, with both wine-tasting and
 museum-going behind me, I found myself with a book in my hand
 at one of the city's best restaurants. The book, new to me at the
 time, was Andrée Hayum's Isenheim Altarpiece: God's Medicine and
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 the Painter's Vision, and I did just enough reading, while sipping an

 especially filigreed late harvest Riesling ("coconut candy nose,
 Burgundian complexity, 92 points"), to develop a sense from her
 fascinating arguments of the intricate mechanisms that related
 Grùnewald's painting to the social practices whose centerpiece it
 formed. With that multi-faceted model of a culture at work in the

 back of my mind, I received the evening's extraordinary tastes as
 their own kind of index to food as an art.

 It is not by chance that when I was discussing wine-tasting in
 Alsace I should have placed such emphasis on nurture. The
 Rhineland, for all its cultural and linguistic schizophrenia, has
 been for many centuries among Europe's most technologically
 advanced regions; and it should not surprise us that its gastron-
 omy is also marked by traditions of elaborate manufacture. Lib-
 erally sprinkled through my dinner that night were Alsatian
 comestibles traditionally produced at high technological levels.
 This is the original region where, in a process that is demanding
 but widely practiced among farmers and housewives, geese have
 been bred, fed, plumped, and confined in such a way that their
 livers - known, of course, as foie gras - take on monstrous size and
 astronomical proportions of fat. This sublime concoction was
 served that evening both as a filling in ravioli and as an escalope
 with a sauce of Gewurztraminer. The area is also famous for the

 quality of its fruit, which inspires a different technology. In order

 to create their famous high-alcohol eaux de vie, Alsatians harvest,
 ferment, and distill staggering quantities and varieties of pro-
 duce - not just cherries, pears, plums, and raspberries, but whole
 orchardsful of fruit for which our English words are archaic or
 non-existent, like medlars, greengages, and sorb apples. It takes
 about fifty pounds of fruit to make one bottle of eau de vier, in
 other words, people are willing to go to a lot of trouble for a small
 amount of fire water.

 Having myself already tasted many of the normal eaux de vie
 on a memorable occasion some years earlier at an Alsatian
 brasserie in Paris, I determined this time to go for the more
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 exotic, not to say dangerous, varieties, many of them illegal to
 import into America, on the model of absinthe. Somewhere in
 the series among hops, juniper, holly, and gentian root, I began
 to understand that the lesson of all this culinary production was
 not only about technology, but also about ferocity. We are no
 longer on the Edenic shores of the Mediterranean, where
 nature can be expected out of her own bountifulness to offer
 delicious nourishment. Rather, we recognize that we will have to
 resort to some dramatic forms of artfulness, to torture a goose
 or to over- concentrate the produce of our orchards, whereupon
 we will consume foods that are in their way violent and extreme.
 No matter: in order to be nourished we will take risks; and these

 risks are, like Plato's pharmakon (a term he uses for writing,
 which means both poison and antidote), curiously poised
 between sickness and health. Foie gras, like lamproie à la bordelaise,

 is certainly not agreeable for the goose, and it may or may not
 be healthy for the consumer; eau de vie, while seemingly reduc-
 ing brain cells to ground zero, is, as its name implies, under-
 stood to be life-giving. But it is not merely these two delicacies:
 everything we eat and drink, and the more so if it is arrived at by
 high levels of civilized (or, for that matter, bacterial) produc-
 tion, must be understood as something that either kills us or
 cures us, or both.

 All these paradoxes took me back to the Isenheim Altarpiece. I
 already knew that the work existed in what one might call a gas-
 tro-economic nexus. That there was money around Colmar to pay
 for such an elaborate building, hospital, and art work was largely
 due to the wine trade. Through the fifteenth century Alsace had
 captured the lucrative Hanseatic, northern market for the com-
 merce in wine quite eclipsing its other French- and German-
 speaking competitors. But the tide was to turn precisely around
 1500 when other wines became more fashionable and the trade

 routes less stable. So the Isenheim Altarpiece was a kind of epitaph
 to a certain highpoint in the history of a local culinary economy.

 But those are not the connections that I was making among my
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 dinner, Grünewald, and Professor Hayum's book. There are more
 intrinsic aspects to this particular set of relations between food
 and art. St. Anthony's Fire, the disease that is the very raison d'être

 of the painting, we now call ergotism; and we know that it is
 caused by a fungus called Claviceps purpurea, which infests grains
 of rye grown in damp seasons. Then and now, the Rhineland eats
 plenty of rye and lives through many damp seasons. The growers
 of grain may not have known they were feeding their people a
 deadly disease (these connections emerged fully at the end of the
 sixteenth century) , but the wine-makers were always aware of the

 minute aftereffects of weather on their crop. Indeed, we often
 know the history of weather because grape-growers have left
 records of it. Sunny versus wet seasons mean everything to both
 quantity and quality of the vintage: to take the period immedi-
 ately preceding the Isenheim Altarpiece, for instance, it appears that

 1484 was a glorious long warm growing year and 1485 a terrible
 wash-out. A bad grape crop may be a disaster for the vigneron, but

 wine lasts a long time, and there are bound to be some barrels or
 bottles left over from previous seasons. That is not true of grains:
 whether it has fungus or not, the rye will have to become bread.
 Nor should we forget, of course, that fungus is the very proto-

 type of the edible that can kill you or cure you. Ergot itself has
 been used for migraines and to stimulate labor; in the same vein
 one may cite not only penicillin and porcini mushrooms, but
 something a bit closer to this milieu, a different fungus also
 endemic to the Rhineland in damp seasons, called Botrytis cinerea,
 or the noble rot, which appears to putrify certain grapes in the
 autumn and yet helps them to produce sweet wines of incredible
 nectar-like intensity, themselves sometimes thought to bring
 dying people back to life. Nor, in this realm of organisms that can
 communicate so interestingly between plants and animals, can we
 always tell whether we are being cured or killed: it turns out that
 one element of the deadly Claviceps purpurea is a close chemical
 relative of lysergic acid diethylamide. St. Anthony's Fire, as we can

 now confirm from medieval and early modern descriptions of its
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 symptoms, is in part a very bad acid trip, which, looking again at
 the relevant panel from the altarpiece, might give a whole new
 meaning to the Temptations of St. Anthony.
 But Grünewald's work proves to be more than a response to a

 food-based disease. Even if the Rhinelanders of the early six-
 teenth century did not know that they were eating their way into
 affliction, they were very aware that they might eat their way out

 of it, and here we begin to see the carefully elaborate natural and
 social practices that are characteristic of this culture. Precisely
 opposite the most gruesomely demonological part of the tempta-
 tion scene we find, in the Meeting of St. Anthony and the hermit
 (see Figure 3), a kind of living herbal, a careful representation of
 plain tain, poppy, sage, and verbena, which, by the pre-modern
 medical theory of elements and humors, were understood to be a
 cold and dry cure for a disease that was hot and moist. Meanwhile,
 we know from the statutes of the Antonine order that the hospi-
 tal was taking some local wine and manufacturing a tincture
 called saint vinage9 a kind of sacred vinegar that was administered
 as the patient was positioned in front of the saint's relics, or later
 perhaps in front of this very painting. In that connection, we
 might note that almost dead center in the most uplifting of the
 painting's possible display arrangements is a pitcher of inviting
 liquid (Figure 4) , surrounded by a bed and wash tub covered with
 immaculate linens, which must have been very welcome images of
 good hospital treatment. In that sense, the whole of the altarpiece
 is an object to be ingested, a record of violent and painful death,
 but also a vision of transcendence that will cure the patient, per-
 haps physically, perhaps spiritually, if he or she takes it in fully.
 That is only a very material account of eating and drinking as it

 touches upon Grùnewald's work. For orthodox Christianity, eat-
 ing and drinking can never remain solely in the material realm,
 and the altarpiece signals this in a quite original way. In the same
 middle state of the polyptych that makes reference to the saint
 vinage, but on the Annunciation side, Mary's Bible is open to the
 verses that were traditionally understood to foretell the birth of
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 Figure 4. Matthias Grunewald, Detail from Angelic Concert and Nativity panels,
 Isenheim Altarpiece, Colmar, Musée d'Unterlinden (Erich Lessing/Art Resource,
 NY.

 Figure 5. Matthias Grunewald, Detail from Annunciation panel, Isenheim Altar-
 piece, Colmar, Musée d'Unterlinden (Giraudon/Art Resource, NY).

 Christ (Figure 5), "Behold a virgin shall conceive and bear a son
 and his name shall be called Emmanuel" (Isaiah 7:14). That
 much is a staple of nearly all Annunciations. What is unusual,
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 however, is that Mary's visible Bible continues with the next verse:

 Butyrum et mel comedet: ut sciat reprobare malum et
 eligere bonum.

 He shall eat butter and honey, so that he may know to reject
 the bad and choose the good.

 This slightly high-cholesterol version of milk and honey refers
 to the foods of paradise. What is true of the Christ child is true of
 all believers: they must be nourished in a divinity that is symbol-
 ized by the cuisine of Unfällen nature. It is all the more appropri-
 ate, at a place of long-rooted high gastronomic civilization, that
 the symbolic food should be of paradisaical simplicity.
 The milk and honey that are fed to the infant Jesus will, by the

 very principles of nourishment, give rise to that other, much more

 somber feast, of his body and blood. Within the Christian tradi-
 tion, the eucharist - so near and yet so far from Agostino Chigi's
 Olympian feast - is the banquet that builds the bridge from the
 carnal to the divine. The ailing individuals who formed the unfor-
 tunate target audience for the Isenheim Altarpiece have arrived in
 their dreadful condition because of something they ate; their
 physical cure will be attempted by means of herbs and wine; their
 spiritual cure is imagined by a purification rite that will return
 them to the paradise of milk and honey and to drinking from the
 chalice that receives the blood of the lamb, an activity Grunewald
 depicts in the front central panel at John the Baptist's feet. In the
 end, no civilization whose central religious mystery is eating the
 flesh and drinking the blood of its god is ever going to think that
 food is marginal. When eating and drinking are performed in the
 Mass, they are the equivalence that defines and anchors all forms
 of figurai equation; they are the real, of which metaphor is, in the
 end, a metaphor.
 Those metaphors take me back to the language of wine-tasting

 and to the man on the train; they also take me back to one of my
 own principal scholarly topics, which is metamorphosis. Nature
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 and culture - that is, earth and sun on the one hand, winemaker

 and technology on the other - enter into the grape by whatever
 mysterious process and emerge, also enigmatically, as experience-
 become-language. Those transformations, one vegetal and the
 other human, have their equivalent in another pair of miraculous
 changes: first, fermentation, and second, drunkenness. And it is
 more than an equivalence, since it is the production of alcohol
 that concentrates and volatilizes wine's constituent origins,
 whereas it is the altering of the rational mind that gives rise to the

 metaphoric imagination.
 With the eucharist as our model, it is no longer so clear that

 paintings like the Farnesina frescoes or the Isenheim Altarpiece ful-
 fill the real conditions of art while food exists at the declassified

 margins. It is not just that Raphael and Grunewald happen to be
 creating their work in the context of eating and drinking. Rather
 the feast, whether hedonistic, sacral, or both, is the authentic and

 total experience for which frescoes and painted panels form a
 kind of stage set or after-the-fact representation. Just how that can

 be - how, in other words, Wimsatt's hierarchy might be turned
 upside-down - depends precisely on the words he used to dispar-
 age cooking. When the medium is food and wine, art is consumed.
 It becomes our nourishment and forms a part of our body. All the
 processes of nature - growth, fermentation, putrefaction, and the
 rest - cease to be metaphors and become flesh; and our verbal
 response, while it remains in the realm of language and metaphor,
 is nevertheless based in direct corporeal experience. In a word,
 consumption is our most intimate relation to the world.

 If indeed we have the luxury to live this process not just for the

 needs of health and nutrition but also for pleasure, we call that
 experience taste, by which we mean something more than one of
 the five senses. What we mean is the esthetics of the body - the
 experience of artistic pleasure in the flesh. That is why taste
 becomes a metaphor applied so widely beyond its original point
 of reference. That we should call all artistic sensibility by the
 name "taste" speaks to a wish that our affinities, our intellectual
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 and emotional responsiveness, our personal categories of esthetic
 pleasure might be as intimate and absolute within our bodies as
 food and drink. They are not, of course, and partly this is a good
 thing: even a very bad novel is unlikely to poison a reader; nor
 would I spit out the work of even the worst Renaissance painter,
 as I might do to, say, a banana daiquiri; and - to return to some
 of what I take to be Wimsatt's anxieties - we can consume an

 entire Mozart opera and leave no waste products behind. Yet, that
 term "taste" reminds us just how a Raphael or a Grunewald, from
 the lofty pinnacles of art, might still look longingly at the eating
 and drinking for which they have furnished such different back-
 drops.

 One final return to the dining table. Drafts of this essay, once it

 was in process, show the rounds of their own commensalities:
 equal opportunity stains from Pad Thai, from penne all'arrabbi-
 ata, from taramasalata. But the origins of the plan go back some
 years to a meal at a new restaurant across from Bloomingdale's.
 Something about the menu was a little familiar - interesting
 preparations of foie gras, a rather recherché Muscat on the wine
 list - and when the young chef appeared, he, too, looked familiar.
 When he introduced himself as Jean-Wes Schillinger, I realized
 that he was the son of the chef who had fed me so marvelously in
 1993. Here I seemed to be able to relive Colmar on East 61st

 Street. But when I began to reminisce with him, I learned of a very

 tragic circumstance - more worthy of the Isenheim Altarpiece than

 of the glorious meal I tasted afterwards. Late in the night on the
 27th of December 1995, Restaurant Schillinger had been mysteri-
 ously fire-bombed and M. Schillinger killed, in a crime that
 remains unsolved to this day.

 The truth is that the experience could only be had in the mem-
 ory; and, indeed when revisited recently the eastside restaurant,
 though still wonderful, had all but abandoned the ferocious,
 quirky, elaborated cuisine of Alsace in favor of that ever-creative,
 ever-clichéd internationalized cooking that hovers somewhere
 between Paris and Petaluma. Young Jean-Yves, doubtless to honor
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 both his father and himself, named his restaurant Destinée, but it

 is a somewhat sad destiny. Eating at Schillinger in Colmar recedes
 as fast as banqueting in front of Agostino Chigi, while it appears
 as threatened as the poor souls in front of the St. Anthony altar-
 piece. Like all those '92 Rieslings and Gewurztraminers from now
 emptied bottles, it has to be recreated in words.
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